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Abstract— This paper discusses a few taxonomies in education
that are frequently used in various studies. Although there are
other types of taxonomy that have been used by researchers in
exploring the cognitive domain of the learning processes such as
SOLO Taxonomy, Fink’s Taxonomy and Marzano Taxonomy,
yet the use of the Revised Edition of Bloom's Taxonomy was
considered as the most justified for the study on the cognitive
levels of oral questioning used by teachers in the teaching of
mathematics. This paper will highlight comparison between all of
these taxonomies and further justify the researcher’s selection of
the Revised Edition of Bloom's Taxonomy according to the
suitability and needs of the study as well as the educational
trends in Malaysia.
Keywords: Learning taxonomy, levels of oral questioning,
revised edition of Bloom's Taxonomy.

I. INTRODUCTION
In conducting a research on the levels of oral questioning,
the analysis requires reference to a specific learning
taxonomy to allow a detail examination of the kinds of
questions posed in the teaching process. Besides, the usage
of taxonomy also refers to the abstract and logical structure
that serves as a catalyst for the construction of something
that can expand the structure into a stronger and beneficial
structure [1].
One of the research questions of this study was on the
level of oral questions used by mathematics teachers in
primary schools during the teaching process. In assisting the
researcher to answer the research question, it is necessary to
identify the most relevant cognitive taxonomy that can
provide a perspective to study the research questions,
narrow the scope and refine the focus of the study. A
number of well-referred taxonomies have been deliberated
in literature, including the original Bloom Taxonomy, the
Revised Bloom Taxonomy, the SOLO Taxonomy, the Fink's
Taxonomy and the Marzano Taxonomy. In order to explain
the phenomenon studied, the researcher need to compare the
taxonomies and to select the one that best fits the research
needs and educational trends in Malaysia. It is important
that the selected taxonomy serve as a framework in
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explaining the phenomena related to the cognitive level of
oral questions used by teachers in the process of teaching
mathematics.
Although several other taxonomies have been widely
used in studies on questioning, this study had adopted the
Bloom's Taxonomy after many comparisons were made.
This taxonomy was introduced by Benjamin Bloom in a
book entitled Taxonomy of Education Objectives:
Handbook I: Cognitive Domain [2]. In [2] had listed six
cognitive domains which are hierarchical, proceeding from
knowledge, understanding, application, analysis, synthesis
and evaluation as shown in Table I.
Table- 1: Cognitive Levels of Bloom Taxonomy [2]
Cognitive
Description
Level
Evaluation
Making an evaluation that consider on
the internal or external factors,
interpreting and criticizing.
Synthesis
Integrate, combining ideas, solving
problems, make prediction, make
classification.
Analysis
Break down something complex into
smaller divisions, differentiate facts from
opinion, understanding the link between
divisions, recognizing organizational
structure.
Application
Applying the information in new
situation including solving problems
using principle, method, law, theory and
formula. Creating graph from the data.
Comprehension
Changing understanding from one form
to another, expressing the key ideas by
rephrasing into own verse, translating,
provide example of each concept and
interpreting draft.
Knowledge
Recalling information, facts or
concepts.
In [3] reviewed the original Bloom's Taxonomy. It was
observed that the learner’s ability to synthesize/create
requires the ability to evaluate, thus the highest two levels in
the original Bloom's Taxonomy was adjusted to reflect
cognitive levels in actual practice.
The original Bloom’s taxonomy has been used for more
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than half a century as a basis for designing educational
goals, designing evaluations and assessments and being used
in curriculum development around the world [4]. This
cognitive framework has been found to be helpful for
teachers in understanding, organizing and implementing
educational objectives effectively.
II. REVISED EDITION OF BLOOM’S TAXONOMY
(2001)
In this revised edition of Bloom's Taxonomy, in [3] had
maintained the six cognitive levels, however the last two
levels were revised and re-positioned. In addition, the
keywords for each level was changed from nouns to verbs
(Fig. 1). In the revised Bloom's Taxonomy, the levels of
analysis and synthesis were integrated as the level of
analysis. A new level, which is creating, was added as the
highest level because the ability to create was found to be
the most demanding and complex and it requires abilities in
applying, analyzing and evaluating

Fig. 1. Comparison of the original and revised Bloom’s
Taxonomy
Table II provides the descriptions for each of the
cognitive levels in the revised edition.
Table- II: Cognitive levels of revised Bloom’s
Taxonomy
Cognitive
Description
Level
Creating
Creating a creative and innovative
idea, product or method.
Evaluating
Making judgments and decisions
using knowledge, experience, skills,
values and then justify.
Analyzing
Break down the information into
smaller division for a better
understanding of connection between
them.
Applying
Applying knowledge, skills and
values in different situations to
accomplish something.
Understanding
Remembering information and can
explain ideas and concepts.
Remembering
Recalling information, facts or
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concepts.
The Revised Bloom's Taxonomy also included another
dimension of knowledge, which is metacognitive
knowledge, to the three existing ones; factual knowledge,
conceptual knowledge, and procedural knowledge. Factual
knowledge refers to the basic elements students must know
to be acquainted with a discipline or in solving problems,
whereas conceptual knowledge deals with knowledge of
concepts principles etc. and the understanding of
relationships between them. Procedural knowledge denotes
knowledge of procedures to do something which include use
of skills, algorithms, techniques, and methods. The newly
added dimension, which is metacognitive knowledge, is the
highest level of knowledge and it requires awareness and
knowledge of one’s own cognition. Table III shows the
mapping of four dimensions of knowledge to the types of
knowledge.
Table- III: Mapping of dimensions of knowledge to
knowledge types
Dimension
of
Type
Knowledge
Factual knowledge
Knowledge on terminology
Detailed knowledge of event,
people, time and so on
Conceptual
Knowledge on category
knowledge
Knowledge of principle and
generalization
Knowledge of theory, model
and structure
Procedural
Algorithm knowledge
knowledge
Methodological knowledge
Knowledge on the criteria for
using a procedure
Metacognitive
Strategic knowledge
knowledge
Knowledge
on
cognitive
operation
Knowledge of yourself
In the Revised Edition of Bloom’s Taxonomy, knowledge
dimension and cognitive process dimension are found to be
separated and this is different from the original Bloom's
Taxonomy that combines the knowledge dimension with
cognitive process dimension. Thus, this indirectly makes the
Revised Edition of Bloom’s Taxonomy more explicit and
indirectly extends the scope of both dimensions [4]. In
addition, it also indirectly helps to assess and evaluate the
learning process better where mapping of knowledge and
cognitive process can be implement effectively to improve
and intervene the learning process.
III. SOLO TAXONOMY
The SOLO Taxonomy which is the abbreviation for
Structure of the Observed Learning Outcome, was
introduced by John Biggs and Kevin Collis in 1982 in New
York. The SOLO Taxonomy in the book entitled
“Evaluating the quality of learning: The SOLO Taxonomy”
written by [5] classifies student learning outcomes in terms
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of complexity and It is designed as a tool for assessing the
quality of student response to a task. Thus, the quality of
achievement of the cognitive process measured is solely
based on the quality of the answers given by the students.
This taxonomy can measure the ability of students to solve a
problem by comparing the actual answer with the answer
given by the student. In this context, teachers and students
can facilitate the formation of learning outcome easier. This
taxonomy divided into three levels of knowledge which are
surface knowledge consisting of uni-structural level and
multi-structural level, deep knowledge consisting of
relational level and conceptual knowledge that consist of
extended abstract levels. Therefore, there are five levels in
SOLO Taxonomy:

A Foundational Knowledge Dimension
Involves in understanding and remembering certain
information and ideas.
B Application Dimension
Consider critically, creatively and practically; divide the
problem into smaller units to solve the problem.
C Integrating Dimension
Connecting ideas, people and real life.
D Human Dimension
Learn about changes in a person, understand and interact
with others.
E Caring Dimension

A. Pre-Structural Level
In this level, students do not understand the idea yet and
they need help in getting started. They have very little
knowledge on the topic being studied and the knowledge is
in separate and unrelated units which it does not provide any
concept at all and have no meaning
B. Uni-Structural Level
At this stage, student have a relevant idea of a clear and
simple relationship between one concept and another but
they are not fully understand the concept. This is because
they have limited knowledge of the topic.

Caring Dimension: Identify the changes in one's feelings,
interests and values.
E Learning How to Learn Dimension
Becoming a better and a self-directed student.
An important feature of this taxonomy is that it is not
hierarchical but rather emphasizes relationship and even
interactive. Fig. 2 illustrates the interactive nature of this
taxonomy. This more dynamic diagram shows that each type
of learning is related to another type of learning and when
student achieves one learning it is likely that student can
achieve another learning simultaneously [6].

C. Multi-Structural Level
At this stage, students have some relevant ideas and
understand some of the components but they are still
separate from each other and have not formed a
comprehensive understanding. Some simple relationships
have already been established but the meta-cognition aspect
has not been reached at this stage.
D. Relational Level
At this stage, students are able to make connection and
integrate the facts with theories, actions and goals. Besides,
students also can demonstrate the understanding of several
components of a single concept unit, understand the function
of each component as a whole and been able to apply a
concept to similar situations at this stage.
E. Extended Abstract Level
Fig. 2. Fink’s Taxonomy of significant learning [6]

At this stage student may connect the concepts in
different directions at a higher levels and can develop it to
generalize a new topic.
IV FINK TAXONOMY
The Fink Taxonomy or also known as Taxonomy of
Significant Learning introduced by [6] is a taxonomy that is
quite different from Bloom's Taxonomy and the SOLO
Taxonomy where Fink Taxonomy is a taxonomy that has no
hierarchy. The taxonomy consists of three affective aspects
namely human dimension, caring and learning how to learn.
Fink attempted to develop this taxonomy because there is
one element that does not exist in Bloom's taxonomy which
is the metacognitive element since Bloom's Taxonomy
focuses more on the cognitive domain. There are six
dimensions of Fink's taxonomy namely:
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V MARZANO TAXONOMY
Robert Marzano is a well-known researcher in education
field who has proposed a taxonomy called A New
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives [9], [11]. This
taxonomy was developed to respond to the weaknesses in
Bloom's Taxonomy that are widely used today. The thinking
skills model introduced by Marzano combines variety of
factors that influence how students think and provides more
research-based theories to help teachers improve the
thinking skills of student.
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Table- IV: System and domain of Marzano Taxonomy
System
Level
Justification
Cognitive
Retrieval
The process of
System
recalling
knowledge
or
information without
understanding it.
2.Comprehension
The process of
synthesizing,
following
sequences or steps
and
using
representation
or
example to aid in
initial
understanding.
3. Analyze
The process of
accessing
and
testing
the
knowledge
by
comparing
the
differences, finding
similarities,
classifying,
analyzing
errors,
generalizing and
logically
determining
the
cause and effect.
4. Utilization
The process that
use knowledge to
make decisions, to
solve problems and
to
investigate
problems.
Metacognitive
5.
Process
for
System
Metacognitive
monitoring
the
learning goal that
have been set,
Implementation of
knowledge
and
clarity of learning
process.
Self-System
6. Self
The process of
identifying
responses
and
emotional stimuli,
perception training,
motivation and the
benefits of having
confidence in early
knowledge.
The New Marzano Taxonomy is composed of three
systems and a knowledge domain that are essential for the
thinking and learning process (Table IV). The three systems
are the Self-System, the Metacognitive-System, and the
Cognitive-System. The Self-System decides whether to
continue current behavior or engage in new activities when
there is a choice of starting a new task; The Metacognitive
System sets goals and keep track of how well they are
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achieving; The Cognitive System processed all the
information needed, and the Knowledge Domain consists of
information, mental procedures and physical procedures.
Overall, the taxonomy changed from (a) from simple to
more complex processes involving information or
procedures, (b) from lack of awareness to greater awareness
of more control over knowledge processes including on how
to build or use them and (c) from lack of personal
involvement or commitment to a great, centralized trust and
reflects of one's identity.
VI. DISCUSSION & RESULTS
Justification on Revised Edition Bloom's Taxonomy
Selection
In this study, researchers have decided to use the Revised
Bloom's Taxonomy [3] to look at the cognitive aspects of
oral questioning used by the mathematics teachers in
primary school. The reason that this taxonomy is adopted
and not the others is to ensure that the questioning practices
of the school teachers are in line with the emphasis on the
higher order thinking skills (HOTS) in Malaysian schools as
commissioned by the Ministry of Education. The
identification of HOTS is based on the Revised Bloom's
Taxonomy [7]. In addition, the taxonomy is also adopted in
the Primary School Curriculum Standard as a guide in the
implementation of the assessment standards [8]. Therefore,
in this study, the researchers must adhere to the
requirements for the implementation in the primary schools
under the Ministry of Education. A study has also been
conducted in schools under the Ministry of Education
Malaysia that used the revised taxonomy [3] to explore the
cognitive aspects of oral questioning activities. This
indirectly strengthens the justification for the use of the
Revised Bloom's Taxonomy to ensure that it is aligned to
the ministry’s vision.
Besides, the features of the Revised Edition of Bloom's
Taxonomy that separate knowledge and cognitive processes
from the original Bloom's Taxonomy have been found to be
helpful for teachers in understanding the types of knowledge
that students have not yet achieved. This will make it easier
for teachers to plan and develop more specific questions.
The old Bloom's taxonomy that does not separate elements
of knowledge with elements of cognitive processes
indirectly results in the lack of attention on procedural
knowledge and metacognitive knowledge which are two
types of knowledge found in the old Bloom's Taxonomy. In
addition, the Revised Edition of Bloom's Taxonomy allows
various questions to be asked for each type of cognitive
process. This is because each of the cognitive levels
contained in the Revised Edition of Bloom's Taxonomy is
supported by 4 domains of knowledge which are factual,
conceptual, procedural and metacognitive. Thus, this
indirectly explains the justification for the usage of the
Revised Edition of Bloom’s Taxonomy in this study.
Apart from that, the use of the Revised Edition of
Bloom's Taxonomy also has a positive impact on the
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learning objectives which greatly help teachers in
formulating and planning oral questions at appropriate level
to measure and assess students' achievement [14]. Therefore,
by considering the relevance in terms of the type of
knowledge and the type of cognitive processes found in the
Revised Edition of Bloom's Taxonomy, it can assist teachers
in developing a better oral questioning as the types of
knowledge and cognitive processes highlighted are clear
enough.
In addition, the comparison between the Revised Edition
of Bloom's Taxonomy and the SOLO Taxonomy shows that
the Revised Edition of Bloom's Taxonomy used in assessing
students' cognitive aspects through the use of questions
while the SOLO Taxonomy is often used in classifying and
assessing the quality of students' answer in which the
students' response level is evaluated by the quantity, quality
and the relationship between the ideas contained in the
response or answer given by the students. Returning to the
main focus of this study which is to study on the aspects of
oral questioning, the use of the Revised Edition of Bloom's
Taxonomy is more relevant to this study where the cognitive
processes in the questioning process can be viewed deeper
for each cognitive level within the Bloom's Taxonomy,
while the SOLO Taxonomy focuses more on the students'
responses. Although the oral questioning process definitely
involves students' answers or responses, it is not the main
focus of this study.
Besides, one of the important things in this study is the
level of oral questioning. Thus, the Fink Taxonomy, which
is a non-hierarchical Taxonomy will make it difficult for
researchers to choose this taxonomy over the Revised
Edition of Bloom's Taxonomy. Besides, having the level of
cognitive process that will facilitate the researchers to
conduct this study is the key feature that indirectly leads to
the Bloom's Taxonomy selection. In addition, the Fink's
taxonomy is also not focused on the cognitive aspect but
rather on the affective aspect and that is one of the main
purposes of Fink's attempt to develop this taxonomy since
he argues that there is one element that does not exist in the
Bloom's taxonomy which is the metacognitive element due
to the Bloom’s Taxonomy that focuses more on the
cognitive domain.
As for the Marzano Taxonomy, the 3 systems emphasized
in the taxonomy are the cognitive system, the metacognitive
system and the self-system, which indirectly show the
strength of the Marzano Taxonomy compared to the Revised
Edition of Bloom's Taxonomy that only emphasizes on the
cognitive aspect. [9] stated that Marzano Taxonomy has
several unique features which it clearly recognized the
importance of the self-system in learning as well as the
importance of metacognitive systems and the aspects of
knowledge used in order to determine the educational goals
[10]. The Marzano Taxonomy is also found to be very
helpful in dealing with the problem solving aspect which is
the key aspect in mathematical learning while providing a
framework to identify the higher level of thinking skills
[11]. Although the Marzano Taxonomy looks better than the
Revised Edition of Bloom’s Taxonomy, the Marzano
Taxonomy is actually more complex in terms of application
than the Revised Edition of Bloom’s Taxonomy which is
easier to apply and widely used. Besides, it is also explained
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by [11] that the limited use of the Marzano Taxonomy in
various studies has resulted in the existence of the Revised
Edition of Bloom's Taxonomy. In addition, the authors of
the Revised Edition of Bloom's Taxonomy also mentioned
that their taxonomy was more focused and linear on
learning, teaching, and assessment. Thus, the Revised
Edition of Bloom's Taxonomy is found to be more suitable
for this study.
The Bloom's Taxonomy has been used as a reference in
determining cognitive levels as it uses the cognitive level
found in the Bloom's Taxonomy as the level of oral
questions. This can be seen in other studies conducted
previously by, for example, [12], [13]. The Ministry of
Education Malaysia has also adopted this Bloom’s
Taxonomy as a reference in conducting assessment to
measure students' achievement [14]. Table V shows the
purposes of oral questions that are customized according to
the levels in the Revised Edition of Bloom's Taxonomy.
Table- V: The purposes of oral questions based on the
Bloom’s Taxonomy levels
Question
Purposes of Oral Questions
Level
Rememberin
Oral questions that require students to
g
remember the content of the lesson such
as definition, formula and principle.
Understandin
Questions that encourage students to
g
understand the meaning of and
definition in their own words and
explanation.
Applying
Questions that require student to use
information in a new context to solve
problem, answer question or perform
other tasks. Use information such as
rules, principles, formulas, theories,
concepts or procedures.
Analyzing
Oral questions that require students to
simplify their understanding in order to
see the difference, shape and so on.
Evaluating
Questions that require students to
formulate and generate new ideas,
pattern and structure.
Creating
Questions that use a set of criteria
that is either established by the student
or determined by the teacher in order to
achieve a based judgement.
Each level of question given by the teachers has its own
function and purpose and should be used based on the
learning needs. In this study, the level of question used can
reflect the practice of oral questioning among the teachers as
an effort to improve the higher order thinking skills of
students. This is parallel with the intention of the Ministry of
Education Malaysia that wishes to use oral questioning as a
tool to improve students' level of thinking in order to
compete globally.
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